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KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE PRIZE!
For the 10.6 floorset, we’re 
introducing Scandalous our 
newest bra frame. A new bra 
introduction will feel different 
than a bra launch, as it’s all 
about Customer trial and 
getting her to try it on! Be sure 
to introduce Scandalous to 
our Customers, but don’t lose 
sight of where the real $ comes 
from.. Our top 5 volume driving 
collections! These are must-haves 
in her lingerie wardrobe, so keep 
these collections in mind when 
selling BEST @ BRAS.
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Mix, match, repeat! Our #1 panty collection 
is the perfect addition to any girl’s drawers 

and on a sexy, everyday multi-unit promo, so 
she can mix and match all her favorites. 

SCANDALOUS
Our #1 bra collection is 
the #1 essential in her bra 
wardrobe. This bra has 
it all, killer cleavage and 
comfortable gel padding 
that gives her a natural lift 
and look. 

Soft to the touch and easy 
on the eyes! Ultrasoft has 
the best of both worlds-sexy 
colors and prints in a soft, 
modal fabric. Offered on an 
everyday promotion, it’s the 
perfect pick-up and add-on 
to any purchase.

The Top Performer!
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Who says comfort has to 
be boring? Body Kiss is the 
ultimate t-shirt bra. It comes 
in on-trend colors and sexy 
details with a cushioned wire 
that makes it so comfortable 
she just may forget she’s 
wearing it! 

BODY KISS

$8.5K or 9% 
of total avg 
store volume

$6.7K or 7% 
of total avg 
store volume

$5.7K or 6% of total 
avg store volume

Add it all up and these collections represent 39.6K or 42.5% of total sales!

$7.1K or 8% of total 
avg store volume

$11.6K or 12.5% of total avg store volume

Make ‘em stare in 
this up 2 cup push-up 
bra that gives sexy, 
hot cleavage! A must 
have in every girl’s 
wardrobe for those 
nights when she 
wants a little extra 
attention.

REMIX 
PANT IES

ULTRASOFT
PANTIES

*  Remember, to Show Her Bras and 
leverage current promotions to get 
her to stock up on her faves!

*  Don’t forget to add the matchback panties! 
Remember, 2 panties for every bra!


